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An Overview of this Study
Welcome to this small group discussion called Your Brain on Porn. Throughout this
study, we will look at how porn warps your mind and biblical solutions to renew it.
Pornography is not an easy topic to talk about. By going through this study, you are
taking a great step forward by talking about this problem that most often hides in
secret and shame. By learning about porn’s power to change the brain, we can begin
to address it and reverse it with the more powerful Word of God.

The Differences Between the Gospel and Porn’s Messages
One of the main points discussed in Week One is the stark contrast between the
message of porn and the message of the gospel.
The gospel, in the words of Jesus Christ, says “This is my body, which is given for you”
(Luke 22:19). The gospel is self-sacrificing for the benefit of others. Porn’s message is
the opposite: “This is her body, taken by me.” It’s a purely selfish message, taking what
we want, thinking and caring nothing about the dignity of the person we want to use.
Next, the gospel says “Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand” (Matt. 4:17). Porn
focuses on a quick fix, an immediate high, and doesn’t worry about tomorrow. “Relax,
for there is nothing wrong with your fantasies.”
The gospel also says to treat “older women as mothers, younger women as sisters, in
all purity” (1 Tim. 5:2). Porn disrespects women saying, “Treat older women as cougars
and younger woman as barely legal.”
The gospel tells you how “Your life is hidden with Christ in God” (Col. 3:3). Porn tells
you that “Your life is found in your hidden adventures online.”
The gospel points to something greater: “This is eternal life, that they know you the
only true God, and Jesus Christ whom you have sent.” Porn preaches, “This is real life,
that we would never be denied our every sexual desire, no matter how misogynistic or
demeaning.”
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Throughout this course, you’ll find out how the gospel and pornography are
diametrically opposed to one another. They don’t coexist. One takes the place of the
other.
We hope this study is educational, encouraging, and challenging to you. Thank you for
investing in your knowledge on this most crucial topic.
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Week One
Read At Home

Toxic Neurology
“It seems so obvious,” says regular Playboy writer Damon Brown. “If we invent a
machine, the first thing we are going to do—after making a profit—is use it to watch
porn.” In the last 150 years, pornography has ridden on the heels of new technology,
from the photograph to the film projector, from VHS to DVDs, from the World Wide Web
to smartphones to virtual reality. “You name it,” Brown says, “pornography planted its
big flag there first, or at least shortly thereafter.”1
Porn is an equal opportunity destroyer. Paul Fishbein, founder of Adult Video
News, is right when he says, “Porn doesn’t have a demographic—it goes across all
demographics.”2
And porn has positioned itself positively in society. According to a 2016 Barna study,
90% of teens and 96% percent of young adults are either encouraging, accepting, or
neutral when they talk about porn with their friends.3
Dr. Judith Reisman has called porn an “erototoxin,” theorizing that the brain itself might
be damaged while watching porn.4 Over a decade ago, she speculated that future brain
studies would reveal that the surge of neurochemicals and hormones released when
someone watches porn has measurably negative effects on the brain.
Recent studies are now validating her theory. Covenant Eyes wrote a series of blog
posts about the issue of porn-induced erectile dysfunction in the summer of 2017. This
issue wasn’t even conceived until the advent of streaming, high-definition pornography
that is changing the way men respond to sexual arousal. You can read these at
www.covenanteyes.com/blog, keyword: PIED.
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Dopamine – the Brain’s Super Hero (or Super Foe)
God wired the brain in such a way that it wants to remember where our natural drives
are satisfied. If the body is thirsty, the brain’s job is to remember in vivid detail where
water can be found, and dopamine is the neurotransmitter responsible for helping us
remember where to satisfy our natural drives.
When sexually stimulated, dopamine is released into a region of the brain responsible
for emotion and learning, giving the viewer a sense of sharp focus and an awareness
of craving: “I have got to have this thing; this is what I need right now.” Dopamine
supplies a great sense of pleasure. The next time the viewer gets the itch for more
sexual gratification, small packets of dopamine are released in the brain, saying,
“Remember where you got your fix last time. Go there to get it.”
You can see the issue. In the context of a secure marital relationship, this push to
return to the source of pleasure brings couples back together again and again in sexual
intimacy, building a bond of love. But in the context of viewing pornography, the effect
is something altogether different.
Continued exposure to porn, especially for long periods of time, releases surge after
surge of dopamine, giving the brain an unnatural high. The brain eventually fatigues,
limits the release of dopamine, and leaves the viewer wanting more but unable to reach
a level of satisfaction. This is called desensitization. Everyday pleasures begin to lose
their luster—including sex—and the viewer expands their pornographic tastes and
seeks out more novel or harder pornography to get the same arousal.5
Consider this quote from Gabe Deem (rebootnation.org) who shared with Covenant
Eyes during a 2016 interview on Facebook Live:
“To put it as simply as I can, I just had no drive to get out and do anything
[while addicted to porn]. My brain was hijacked and rewired to the point
where all of my pleasure, all of my pursuits in life were digital.
I was skipping class in college, and I’d rather just be at home a bum on the
couch watching porn (and playing video games) all day.
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My drive for life wasn’t there. I was just wired for pixels on a screen and
online pursuits–not pursuing goals in real life. A lot of guys call it brain fog.
It zapped my motivation for anything in real life, and I dropped out of
college.
I didn’t want to go to school anymore. I had no drive to get a good job and
start a career or anything like that. I lost several relationships because my
libido was for pixels on a screen, as well as my attention and my affection.6

James says sin begins in strong desire, but “sin when it is fully grown brings forth
death” (James 1:14-15). Growing sin brings about all forms of death—death to
pleasure, death to relationships, and ultimately eternal death.

Dopamine is Just the Beginning
Friends, dopamine is just the beginning of the neurological fireworks display that
begins with every visual and physical dose of sexual arousal. The brain responds to
a million different stimuli, but recently, porn has been referred to as a supernormal
stimulus.
According to Alexander Rhodes, founder of nofap.com, “Pornography exploits one
of the deepest desires that a human can experience and offers one of the most
pleasurable natural rewards for engaging in it—an orgasm.”7
Today, pornography can provide its users with sexual hyper stimulation unlike anything
their ancestors would have encountered. In the past, sexually attractive mates came
in limited quantities throughout a person’s life. Now with pornography, there is virtually
endless novelty in not only different sexually attractive “mates,” but also different
angles, focuses, lighting tricks, makeup, airbrushing and editing—not to mention the
impossible proportions and hyper-erotic situations available in animated porn.
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Today’s porn, available in virtually endless amounts, can goose
the reward system beyond anything sex with a real person
could provide. Through continual exposure, the brain can be
conditioned to prefer pornography over sex with real people.
Be sure to attend your next small group gathering, where you will watch a video that
explains in detail the role of other neurochemicals in the porn-reward process.

Questions for home
»»

What was new to you from what was just read?

»»

What surprised you most about what was just read?

»»

What might the Spirit of God be whispering to you from what you just read?
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Week One Small Group Questions
Watch this video together, then discuss the following questions:
https://vimeo.com/covenanteyes/ybopweek1
1. Barna found that teens believe not recycling is a worse societal issue than watching
porn. What types of activities do you feel are helping to normalize pornography and
soften people’s attitudes about porn?

2. “It is not an overstatement to say that in today’s world, porn has become the norm.”8
What is your first reaction when you read that statement? What fears well up as you
think about raising your children in a world where porn has become the norm?

3. How can Christians guard ourselves and our families against these cultural norms?

4. What aspects of the human brain were surprising or interesting to you?

5. How can your group and/or church create a culture where people who struggle can
step forward and find grace and forgiveness?
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Week Two
Read At Home

Porn Warps Your Mind
In the early 1980s, Dr. Dolf Zillmann of Indiana University and Dr. Jennings Bryant of The
University of Alabama wondered whether continued exposure to video pornography
had any impact on people’s sexual beliefs and their attitudes towards women. For their
experiment, 80 male and 80 female college-age participants were divided into three
subgroups, and each group was shown 4 hours and 48 minutes of media.

»»

The first group, the “Massive Exposure Group,” was shown 36 non-violent
pornographic films over a six-week period.

»»

The second group, the “Intermediate Exposure Group,” was exposed to 18
pornographic films and 18 regular films over a six-week period.

»»

The third (control) group, the “No Exposure Group,” was shown 36 nonpornographic movies over a six-week period.

Later, these groups were asked a variety of questions ranging from their personal
preferences to social issues.9
The results were fascinating...

Finding #1: Watching Porn Decreases Our Sexual Satisfaction
Zillmann and Bryant found a direct correlation between the amount of pornography one
viewed and one’s overall sexual satisfaction in real relationships. Participants from the
Massive Exposure Group reported less satisfaction with their intimate partners:
they were less likely to be pleased with their partner’s physical appearance,
affection, and sexual performance.
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They concluded that porn consumers eventually compare their spouse, their boyfriend,
or their girlfriend with images of porn models.
This is disheartening because God is not the enemy of pleasure and sexual attraction;
He is the Creator of it. The Bible proclaims it. Even the demons know it. But it is human
beings who are most likely to forget it.
The demon Screwtape, in C.S. Lewis’ The Screwtape Letters, reminds his young
demonic apprentice of this truth. “[God’s] a hedonist at heart. All those fasts and vigils
and stakes and crosses are only a facade. Or only like foam on the seashore. Out at
sea, out in His sea, there is pleasure and more pleasure. He makes no secret of it; at
His right hand are ‘pleasures forevermore.’... He has filled the world full of pleasures.”10
Sex is one of these God-created pleasures. To highlight the goodness of sexual
pleasure, God inspired King Solomon to write a little book of romantic melodies
called “The Song of Songs”—a title that means “the best love song of all.” This book
expresses—at times in erotic detail—the pleasure and joy of marital sexuality.
But like all good things, sin aims to twist this pleasure.
When people become more and more entrenched in pornography, this ends up
only deluding and deadening their libido. After years working with men and women
entrenched in pornography, Dr. Mary Anne Layden concluded, “Having spent so much
time in unnatural sexual experiences with paper, celluloid and cyberspace, they seem
to find it difficult to have sex with a real human being.” Pornography, she says, “is toxic
miseducation about sex and relationships,” training men and women to expect online
“designer sex” in the real world.11
Pornography essentially trains men and women to be consumers, not lovers; to treat
sex as a commodity; to think about sex as something on-tap and made- to-order. As
Dr. Judith Reisman rightly concludes, pornography “castrates” men visually, training
them to retreat into the realm of fantasy if they want to be aroused.12
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Finding #2: Watching Porn Disconnects Us From Real Relationships
After their experiment, Zillmann and Bryant concluded that the more porn someone
saw, the more likely they were to prefer sex without emotional involvement. After
watching less than five hours of pornography over a six-week period, the Massive
Exposure group was more likely to devalue marriage, the idea of having children,
and the importance of faithfulness in a relationship. They also showed a greater
acceptance of casual sex.
“Casual sex” is not new to our generation. Even 2,000 years ago, the apostle Paul
planted churches in places like Corinth—a city with a reputation that might make a
Las Vegas pimp blush. In Corinth, sex was a religion—literally. The temple to Aphrodite
was home to thousands of priestesses—glorified prostitutes—who serviced the
worshippers. The loose sexual mores of Corinth were even lower than those of the rest
of the Roman Empire, and the verb “corinthianize” was coined to describe this lifestyle
of decadent sin.
Paul’s word for this way of life was porneia: a persistent lifestyle of sexual immorality.
To the church in Corinth, surrounded by these depraved influences, Paul writes, “Flee
from sexual immorality...Because of the temptation to sexual immorality, each man
should have his own wife and each woman her own husband” (1 Cor. 6:18; 7:2). Paul
commends a habit of regular sexual intimacy between husbands and wives because
the temptation to sin is, at times, very strong (7:3-5). For Paul, sexual passion finds its
haven in a marital relationship.
Pornography, however, is not only an expression of casual sex but feeds a desire for it,
as the Zillmann-Bryant study confirms.
And, as you’ll discover in this week’s small group video, there’s really no such thing
as casual sex. It’s one of the many promises that pornography makes that it just can’t
fulfill.
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Finding #3: Watching Porn Lowers Our View of Women
In the Zillmann-Bryant experiment, the Massive Exposure Group was far more
likely to believe women in society really fit the stereotype of the women they saw
in pornographic films. They were more likely to believe all women are really “as
hysterically euphoric in response to just about any sexual or pseudosexual
stimulation, and as eager to accommodate seemingly any and every sexual
request” as the porn girls.
Participants in the experiment were asked to rate their overall support for women’s
rights. Men in the Massive Exposure Group showed a 46% drop in support compared
to the No Exposure Group. And among women participants, this drop was an alarming
30%.
Contrary to the message of pornography, the Scriptures tell us both men and women
are created in the image of God (Gen. 1:26-28). The implications of this doctrine are
far-reaching. As image-bearers we “reflect” God in a way no other creature on earth
does. As far as God is concerned, to assault someone made in His image is a great
crime (Gen. 9:6; James 3:9). Knowing we are made in God’s image should impact how
we see ourselves and how we see one another.

In our increasingly sexualized culture, it is women who are often
the most dehumanized as they are constantly rated for the size,
shape, and harmony of their body parts. Often pornography, and
even mainstream media, portrays women as people who are
glad to be used and objectified. It isn’t surprising to find women
increasingly devalued in our porn-saturated culture.
Finding #4: Watching Porn Desensitizes Us to Cruelty
In Zillmann and Bryant’s experiment, when asked how common certain sexual activities
were in society—activities like anal sex, group sex, sadomasochism, and bestiality—
the percentages given by the Massive Exposure Group were two to three times
higher than the No Exposure Group. Pornography led them to believe these sexual
activities were more common.
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Watching pornography also conditioned participants to trivialize rape. Participants
were asked to read about a legal case where a man raped a female hitchhiker and then
recommend a length for the rapist’s prison sentence. Males in the No Exposure Group
said 94 months; the Massive Exposure Group cut this by nearly half, recommending
only 50 months.
Pornography essentially desensitizes us to sexual violence and cruelty, even when the
pornography is considered “non-violent” in nature, as in the Zillmann and Bryant study.
Unfortunately, aggression is common in pornography today. A recent study revealed
88% of popular porn videos contain violence.13
Lust and abuse have always been closely related—and the Bible routinely links them.
David’s daughter Tamar was beautiful, and David’s son Amnon secretly loved her from
a distance. Amnon described his obsession and lust as so great, it “tormented” him
to the point of being ill (2 Sam. 13:2). Eventually he hatched a plan to get her into bed.
When the moment came and they were alone, he forced himself upon her and raped
her. Then, the Scriptures say, after he had his way with her, he “hated her with very
great hatred” (v.15) and threw her out of his house.
A story like this shows the insidious nature of lust. True love leads us to serve one
another as human beings created in God’s image. Lust leads us to use one another,
to see others as expendable. And just like in the case of Tamar, a mind that only sees
women as objects of lust can also easily be numbed to cruelty towards women.

Finding #5: Watching Porn Makes Us Want to Watch More Porn
Two weeks after the Zillmann-Bryant experiment, all participants were given an
assortment of pornographic and non-pornographic films to watch in private. Those
who were exposed to more pornography were significantly more likely to want to
watch hardcore porn.
Continually watching pornography has been shown to produce an escalation effect.
Fifteen years after this experiment, Dr. Zillmann continued research in this area, finding
that the habitual use of pornography led to greater tolerance of sexually explicit
material over time, requiring the viewer to consume more novel and bizarre material to
achieve the same level of arousal or interest.14
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As Solomon said, sex is intoxicating (Song 1:4). To his students he wrote, “Rejoice in
the wife of your youth...be intoxicated always in her love,” but do not get drunk on the
embrace of a forbidden woman (Prov. 5:18-20).
Solomon had no knowledge of the human brain the way we do today, but his words on
the intoxicating nature of sexuality take on a new richness as we study the effects of
pornography on the mind and body.
There is considerable debate today about the existence of “sex addiction” or
“porn addiction.” Regardless of the specific labels we use—addiction, compulsion,
dependency, hypersexuality—the intoxicating nature of pornography cannot be denied.
As the Zillmann-Bryant experiment shows, the more we watch pornography, the more
pornography we want to watch: it is like a toxin that gets into our blood.

30 Years Later: After the Explosion of Internet Porn
At a 2011 conference, Dr. Mary Anne Layden commented about Zillmann and
Bryant’s research. “When this study was done, that was called the ‘Massive Exposure
Group’”—seeing five hours of porn over a six-week period—“I now call that the ‘Friday
Afternoon Group.’”15

Questions for home:
»»

What was new to you from what was just read?

»»

What surprised you most about what was just read?

»»

What might the Spirit of God be whispering to you from what you just read?
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Week Two Small Group Questions
Watch this video together, then discuss the following questions:

https://vimeo.com/covenanteyes/ybopweek2

1. When you were a child, what kinds of messages did you receive from parents or
others about sex?

2. How easy was it to access pornography when you were a child or teen?

3. Do you have any attitudes or behaviors that started when you were a tween or teen
that still linger today in terms of how you perceive your self-worth? How you treat
others?

4. Ephesians 4:23-24 says, “be renewed in the spirit of your minds, and to put on the
new self, created after the likeness of God in true righteousness and holiness.” Since
it is impossible to be equal to God, what do you think the writer means when he
says, “created after the likeness of God in true righteousness and holiness”?

5. During the past week, in what ways have you witnessed the “pornification” of
culture?
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6. What sorts of challenges do kids face today because of technology? How is it
different from your own childhood?

7. When do you think is an appropriate age to begin conversations about
pornography?

8. What steps might you have to take personally in order to prepare your own heart to
lead a lifestyle of purity and chastity? Especially if you are single?
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Week Three
Read At Home

5 Biblical Ways to Renew the Mind (Part 1)
The Bible does not describe us merely as wayward, broken, or needing a moral boost
but as those who are dead in sin (Eph. 2:1). Dead men and women do not just need
recovery: they need resurrection.
For the follower of Christ, the ultimate goal is not merely “quitting pornography,” but
is something far richer and more comprehensive. If merely modifying behavior was
the most important thing, there are any number of psychological tips and tricks one
can use. But for the Christian, as it should be for all people, the goal is not merely
recovering from pornography, but being remade by God Himself into the image of the
perfect Man, Jesus Christ.
This is the work of the Holy Spirit.
Just as sure as pornography stirs up lustful cravings in us, the Holy Spirit is a source of
new, holy cravings. Galatians 5 says we who have the Holy Spirit have the “desires of
the Spirit” (5:17). God promises that when we “keep in step with the Spirit,” the lusts of
the flesh that lead to sexual immorality, impurity, and sensuality will not have their way
in us (5:16,25). We can become new men and women from the inside out.
What does it mean to keep in step with the Spirit of God, to walk in the Spirit?
1. We must walk in accountability where we can share our darkest secrets and be
reminded of our highest calling. To walk in the Spirit, we must confess our sins to
each other, pray for each other, and stir up one another to live according to our true
identity.
2. We must internalize Scripture, the inspired words of the Spirit. To walk in the Spirit,
we need to renovate our thoughts according to the truths He has revealed, rejecting
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the lies pornography has fed us.
3. We must walk in pure pleasure, taking great delight in holy and wholesome
longings—finding pleasure in all that is honorable, pure, lovely, and excellent. To
walk in the Spirit, we need to pursue pure pleasures with sincere gratitude until
pornography loses its luster. This means new, wholesome habits. Those that keep
our mind, hands, and energy working in ways that bring glory to God.
4. We must walk in our true identity, listening to the cry of the Spirit in our hearts,
“Abba, Father,” which confirms our new identity. To walk in the Spirit, we need to
learn to relate to God, from the depths of our soul, as dearly loved adopted sons
and daughters, believing that we belong to God and that our ties to sin are broken
forever.
5. We must stir up the hope the Spirit inspires in us—the hope of righteousness.
To walk in the Spirit, we need to wait eagerly for this hope, putting faith in God’s
promises that we are destined for an eternity of purity, and longing to see that purity
spill over into our present lives.
Let’s elaborate on each of these further.

Renew Your Mind Step 1: Walk in Accountability
When Paul says we are to “walk in the Spirit” he is writing to a church community, not
just to random individuals reading his letter in their private corners. Keeping in step
with the Spirit of God is a community activity, something we do together.
In other words, one of the ways we keep in step with the Spirit is by keeping in step
with one another. We must live lifestyles of encouragement and accountability. The
Spirit does not merely indwell individual Christians. He indwells the church corporately
as His temple (2 Cor. 6:16). Walking in the power of the Spirit means we must depend
on how the Spirit empowers others to help us.
Nothing slays the power of sin like confession. James writes, “Therefore, confess your
sins to one another and pray for one another that you may be healed” (James 5:16). In
confessing our sins to God we are promised forgiveness. In confessing sin to others we
are made whole.
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Sin must be habitually exposed to the light of confession. This is called accountability:
being honest with another trusted believer about our temptations, sins, and the state
of our heart. Like Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden, after eating of the forbidden
fruit, our knee-jerk reaction is to hide—to hide from God and from one another.
Accountability is the willingness to habitually and regularly allow others access to your
heart, your motives, your secret desires, your dark thoughts, and, of course, your sinful
actions.
Confession of sin is not the only goal of Christian accountability. In the face of
each other’s weaknesses, we need to encourage one another to fight sin. The author of
Hebrews says, “let us consider how to stir up one another to love and good works, not
neglecting to meet together, as is the habit of some, but encouraging one another, and
all the more as you see the Day drawing near” (Heb. 10:24-25).
Christian accountability is meant to be a dialogue. When we give an account of our
sins to others, in return, they should listen and then give an account of God’s grace
back. When sin is confessed, it is not to merely assuage a guilty conscience. In this
text, God calls us to “stir up” one another—that is, to urge, to spur on, to provoke, to
motivate each other—to love and good deeds. Each time we meet together we should
be contemplating and praying, “God, show me how I can really motivate my friend to
resist temptation and instead love You and others wholeheartedly.” We are to have a
blatant intentionality and thoughtfulness in our friendships.
Like the embers of a red-hot fire, we stir up the fire not by adding heat to it, but rather
by exposing the glowing embers to the air, helping to bring out the energy that is
already in the embers. If the Spirit of God is in us, He has already etched his law on
our hearts (Jer. 31:33-34; Ez. 36:25-27). But He has also placed us in the family of the
church, among trusted friends who are also filled with His Spirit, in order that we might
stir up in each other what God has already put within us.

Renew Your Mind Step 2: Walk According to the Word
When Paul writes “keep in step with the Spirit,” the word he uses is the same as that
of an army marching in line, a platoon following its marching orders. Lest we think
keeping in step with the Spirit is a purely mystical experience, Paul says it is very
practical. Keeping in step with the Spirit means obeying His clearly revealed orders.
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We cannot claim to keep in step with God’s Spirit if we ignore or disobey the writings
He inspired: the Scriptures. Through the Bible, the Holy Spirit speaks clear words to
the church. As an expert in God’s law, Paul understood this. He knew all the writings of
the prophets were “breathed out by God” (2 Tim. 3:16). No less than 32 times in Paul’s
letters he uses the phrase “it is written,” pointing to the writings of the prophets who
came before him. Paul also knew the Spirit was inspiring him and his fellow apostles
(Eph. 3:5). The Scriptures are a gift from the Spirit to us: “For whatever was written in
former days was written for our instruction,” Paul says, “that through endurance and
through the encouragement of the Scriptures we might have hope” (Rom. 15:4).

To keep in step with the Spirit we must know and obey the Book
He inspired. We must explore the Bible and learn what God
thinks. We must renew our minds with His thoughts.
Take, for instance, the five main ways pornography warps the mind. Exploring the
Bible, we can “reverse engineer” the bad training pornography has given us and
replace it with God’s thoughts.
1. Porn promises gratification but only decreases our sexual satisfaction. But God
is the creator of sexual satisfaction and has designed marriage for its enjoyment
(Song. 4:9-16). For single men and women, it means pursuing wholesome,
intentional relationships with each other (1 Thess. 4:4). For the present time it also
means surrendering to God’s providence and timing (Ps. 37:5), believing that dying a
virgin is not a tragedy, but is infinitely superior to pornographic indulgence (1 Cor. 7).
After all, the Son of God did. For married men and women, this means renewing our
minds towards our spouses, choosing to make them our standard of attractiveness.
It means returning again and again to the enjoyment of sex in marriage (Prov. 5:1819; Song. 7:11-13).
2. Porn disconnects us from real relationships, training us to believe that the best
sex is solo-sex. But God has defined good sex as an expression of “oneness,” not
emotional detachment (Gen. 2:24). For married and single people alike, this means
seeing one’s body not as his or her own, but as something to give as a gift to
another (1 Cor. 6:19-20; 7:4).
3. Porn lowers our view of women, training us to see each other as sexual
commodities. But God created women in His image, and as such, women are worthy
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of great honor (Gen. 1:27; 1 Pet. 3:7). For the man, this means not letting his eyes
lead his heart astray, but instead making a covenant with his eyes to never look
upon a girl with lust (Job 31:1,7). For the woman, this means refusing to see her own
worth through the lens of porn standards, knowing she is fearfully and wonderfully
made (Psalm 139:14) and her inner beauty is unfading (1 Peter 3:3-4).
4. Porn desensitizes us to and eroticizes cruelty. But God has designed sex
as an expression of affection, not aggression (Deut. 22:25; Eph. 5:28-30). God has
promised to maintain the cause of the afflicted and destitute (Psalm 82:3; 140:12),
and that includes those whose brokenness has led them to a life of prostituting
themselves for the camera. God redeems prostitutes like Rahab and brings them
into the fold of His people (Josh. 6:25). He forgives their sins and defends their honor
(Luke 7:36-50). As the church, we should do the same.
5. Porn hooks us deeply, leading to possible addiction and sexual bondage. But
God redeems our warped sex drive so that sex is a holy act of love and giving, not
selfishness and slavery (1 Cor. 13:4-7; Gal. 5:22-23). Sex becomes our master when
we believe the lie that porn tries to sell us: that sex is a “need.” If sex is a need,
then we feel justified when we get mad at the world or at God for not giving us the
sex or the kind of sex we so rightly deserve. But if sex is not a need, but rather a
good desire, then we can set it alongside other good desires and go to the Word to
understand its place.
For married men and women, this means surrendering our sexual desires to the Lord in
a spirit of giving, not taking, and regularly returning to our spouse to be intoxicated with
love (Song. 1:4; Prov. 5:18-20). For single men and women, this means surrendering
our sexual desires to the Lord, practicing self-control, and using one’s undivided
interests to serve the Lord (1 Cor. 7:32-35).
Each of these ideas is only the beginning, but the more the mind engages with the
Bible around these truths, the more our thoughts are renovated. Over time our minds
will be rewired to see things the way God does. As we do this we are “sowing to the
Spirit” and in time will reap a harvest of eternal life (Gal. 6:8).
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Renew Your Mind Step 3: Walk in Pure Pleasure
Paul specifically states that what trumps sinful longings are holy longings: “the desires
of the Spirit are against the flesh” (Gal. 5:17). Paul says if we keep in step with the
Spirit’s desires, we will not gratify the desires of the flesh.

The human spirit was never meant to be devoid of desire. If, in
the battle against pornography, we only spend time trying to
empty ourselves of the desire for it, we will inevitably fail or make
ourselves miserable. Some desire will always try to fill the void.
It is noteworthy that the language Paul uses to talk about the Spirit’s “desires” is the
same word used throughout the New Testament for “lust.” The Spirit “lusts,” craves,
longs—and He shares those longings with us. This is what the old Scottish minister
Thomas Chalmers called “the expulsive power of a new affection.” Laws, rules, and
regulations can only tell us what is bad and why it is bad, but they do not change our
desires for sinful things. These sinful longings can only be conquered by implanting
new “affections”—new cravings—that counter our sinful cravings. This is what the
Spirit does in us: He shares His own desires with us, changing us from the inside out.
Time and time again the Bible describes a holy longing to know and be with Jesus the
Messiah (Matt. 13:16-17; Luke 17:22-24; Phil.1:21-24), an eager desire to understand
His sufferings and His glory (1 Pet. 1:10-12). The Holy Spirit inspires us to worship
Christ above all else, helping us to leave the idol of sex and the altar of porn behind.
The Holy Spirit longs for all things that God calls good. And lest we think this means
we must constantly walk around in a holy fog and avoid physical pleasures, God calls
us to embrace whatever is true, honorable, just, pure, lovely, commendable, excellent,
and praiseworthy—wholesome pleasures become a means to practicing God’s
presence (Phil. 4:8).
The world is full of holy pleasures for God’s people, and they can become windows of
worship when they are infused with gratitude. “For everything created by God is good,
and nothing is to be rejected if it is received with thanksgiving” (1 Tim. 4:4).
We need to look at pleasure and the good gifts of this earth through the eyes of
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redemption. When our hearts are cleansed and transformed by God, the very things
that used to cause us to stumble can now become friends of faith. Not all things, of
course; anything specifically against the will and commands of God, regardless of what
kind of pleasure it seems to offer, will always destroy our souls. But the good things of
this earth, created by God to be received with thanksgiving and praise—things such as
friendship, good food and fine drinks, laughter, sex, and family life—can be redeemed
to season our life and faith in many positive ways.

Questions for home:
»»

What was new to you from what was just read?

»»

What surprised you most about what was just read?

»»

What might the Spirit of God be whispering to you from what you just read?
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Week Three Small Group Questions
Watch this video together, then discuss the following questions:

https://vimeo.com/covenanteyes/ybopweek3

1. What does it mean to you when you read “walk in accountability”?

2. Why is it difficult to find true, Christ-like community?

3. Do you have previous experience with an accountable relationship? What went
well? What went poorly?

4. Describe your overall relationship with God’s Word. Are you consistent? Is it difficult
to stick with it? Does it confuse you?

5. It was Oswald Chambers, in his famous devotional, My Utmost for High Highest,
who said [paraphrase] “God will not reveal more until you obey what you already
know.” How do you feel about this statement?16
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6. One by one, describe your true identity in Christ.

7. What can you start working on improving yourself today?
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Week Four
Read At Home
In week 3 of our study, we introduced the first three steps in renewing your mind
against the toxic pull of pornography. This week, we want to introduce two additional
ways that we can use the power of Scripture and our effort to break free and stay free.

Renew Your Mind Step 4: Walk in Your True Identity
In the original language, “walk in the Spirit” carries the sense of, “walk as you have
been walking in the Spirit.” How had the Galatians been walking in the Spirit already?
Earlier in the letter Paul writes about what the Spirit of Christ had been doing in the
hearts of his readers:
But when the fullness of time had come, God sent forth his Son, born of
woman, born under the law, to redeem those who were under the law, so
that we might receive adoption as sons. And because you are sons, God
has sent the Spirit of his Son into our hearts, crying, “Abba! Father!” So you
are no longer a slave, but a son, and if a son, then an heir through God. (Gal.
4:4-7)

In other words, keeping in step with the Spirit means being able to pray—from
our deepest heart—as adopted sons and daughters, not as spiritual orphans.
Orphans obey in order to make themselves attractive prospects for adoption. Adopted
children already know and believe they are loved. Adopted children obey because they
are secure in the love they have from their parents, and that love has birthed in them a
deep love of their own.
At first, relating to God as a dearly loved son or daughter may sound overly simplistic.
When fighting the deteriorating effects of sin in our hearts we cry out for action steps,
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for methods that summon our willpower—not sentiments about love. But this is the
very thing the gospel of Christ warns against.
Paul taught that religious regulations do not work. “If with Christ you died to the
elemental spirits of the world, why, as if you were still alive in the world, do you submit
to regulations—‘Do not handle, Do not taste, Do not touch’” (Col. 2:20-21). Try-harder
ethics are useless: “they are of no value in stopping the indulgence of the flesh” (2:23).
Better Internet filters and personal regulations might stop you from looking at porn for a
time, but they will not transform a heart of lust.
Instead, Paul says real change is first about knowing who we already are. “You have
died, and your life is hidden with Christ in God” (3:3). “You have been raised with
Christ” (3:1). “You have put off the old self with its practices and have put on the new
self” (3:9-10). Only those who first know this about themselves have the power to slay
sinful sexual desires and habits (3:5).
How has this new identity come about? After all, for those entrenched in porn, many
don’t feel like they are new people. Paul tells us about this new identity in his letter to
the Romans.
First, says Paul, we must understand what the death and resurrection of Christ
accomplished. Christ not only died for sin; He also died to sin. Dying for sin means
Christ took upon Himself the punishment that was due us (Rom. 5:6-9), which means
we are free from the wrath of God because Jesus has absorbed that wrath on the
cross. Dying to sin means Christ no longer lives in this sinful realm but instead enjoys
resurrection life in the presence of God (6:10). Living on earth, He was subject to the
pains of a world filled with sin, He was subject to temptations and trials, and in the end
He endured the wages of sin itself on the cross. But as the resurrected Son of God, He
no longer lives in sin’s domain.
Second, we must understand that we are united to the One who is dead to sin
(6:8). The Spirit of the risen Christ is in us. We no longer belong to this age, but to the
kingdom of God.
Paul likens this to a change of masters. We used to belong to Sin. Sin was our master.
But when the Spirit of Christ comes to us, He redeems us for Himself. Now we belong
to our new master—a better master—who loves us with an undying love. Sin may still
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have a loud voice in your life. He still may be shouting at you from across the street,
still barking orders at you. But you no longer belong to him.
Knowing these truths, Paul’s first and primary application in the whole letter is this: “So
you also must consider yourselves dead to sin and alive to God in Christ Jesus” (6:11).
Paul does not say we are dying to sin (a process). He does not say we should die to
sin (a command). He said that because we are intimately united with the risen Christ,
because His resurrected life flows in our veins, we should consider ourselves already
dead to sin.
The word translated “consider” is an accounting term: it means to add something up,
to take stock of something. When a child adds up how much money is in her piggy
bank, at the end of the counting she doesn’t have any more or less in the bank than
when she began. The only thing that has changed is her knowledge about the value of
what is there. This is what Paul means. You already believe these basic gospel truths—
Christ died to sin’s power, He rose from the dead, and the Spirit of the risen Christ lives
within you—so now reckon it to be true; reconsider it; meditate on it; get the idea of
your new identity deep into your soul.

As much as porn feels alive to you, if you are in Christ, you are
dead to porn. The Spirit of the living God is in you.
As far as God is concerned, you are already His. God’s love for you cannot be
overstated. The God and Father of our Lord Jesus loves you with an endless love,
and you have done nothing to merit it or deserve it. He loves you despite all
your unlovability, despite your lingering sinful desires. Though in your sin you are
undeserving and undesirable, He loves you when your mind disavows it, your heart
dodges it, and your soul dismisses it. He loves you right now as you are, not as you
think you should be.
This, the New Testament says, is the key to unlocking God’s power for change. It is
not God’s wrath that affects deep repentance in us, but rather, God’s kindness (Rom.
2:4). Being filled with all of God’s fullness happens not by knowing God’s power but by
comprehending the breadth and length and height and depth of His love—a love that
“surpasses knowledge” (Eph. 3:19).
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There is an unfathomable difference between relating to God as an orphan and relating
to God as a son, and this is the first critical step of walking in the Spirit. God is not
holding back His love until we get our act together. He wants us to relate to Him as one
dearly loved—so much so that Christ’s Spirit whispers His prayer
in our hearts, “Abba, Father.” He loves His true children now in the midst of their
unworthiness, and in time His love transforms our desires.

Renew Your Mind Step 5: Walk in Hope
In the same letter to the Galatians, Paul writes, “For through the Spirit, by faith, we
ourselves eagerly wait for the hope of righteousness” (Gal. 5:5). Keeping in step with
the Spirit and having hope are intimately connected: the Spirit kindles in us a fresh
hope for the things God has promised.
Paul declared a gospel of hope—of anticipation and expectation—which he calls the
“hope of righteousness” (Gal. 5:5). Our great hope is that one day Christ will judge the
world and make all things right again (Acts 17:31). He will destroy sin and death forever.
He will recreate the world anew, and we will be just like Him (1 Cor. 15:51-55).
God also promises that we will see foretastes of this “hope of righteousness” in the
present age. Paul writes that as citizens of the kingdom of God, our lives should be
filled with “righteousness and peace and joy in the Holy Spirit” (Rom. 14:17).
Though we are no longer under sin’s tyrannical power, sin is still present in our lives:
our body “is dead because of sin” (Rom. 8:10). Porn, for many, will always carry some
appeal. But we are promised God’s Spirit will “give life to your mortal body through His
Spirit who dwells in you” (8:11), and by His grace, we can present the members of our
bodies to God “as instruments of righteousness” (6:13).

This is our astounding hope: that fallen, porn-loving sinners like
us will become like the holy Son of God.
For Paul, faith in this gospel hope does not merely mean we agree that these grand
promises are real but that we give ourselves wholly to them: we center our lives on
them. Far from being a passive thing, faith is active. It engages the mind and the heart.
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As the author of Hebrews says, faith is the assurance and essence of things hoped for
(Heb. 11:1): it is the delightful conviction that the things we hope for are real.
Walking in the Spirit means we stir up this hope in us, or as Paul says, we “eagerly
wait” for it (Gal. 5:5). We all suffer from the distractions of the world and sin. It is for this
reason the apostle Peter similarly urges us: “set your hope fully on the grace that will
be brought to you at the revelation of Jesus Christ” (1 Pet. 1:13).
Practically speaking, this means just as we have fed our minds on pornography, we
should now feed our minds on God’s hope-filled promises. Just as we have spent
hours engrossed in sexual media, we should spend hours filling our imaginations with
God’s vision for our lives and our eternity. We must, as Paul says, set our minds on the
things of the Spirit (Rom. 8:5), on the glories of our inheritance as God’s children (8:17).
Five Biblical ways to renew our mind. Not done just once, but adopted as a lifestyle.
Worn like a belt of weapons that we pull out as often as necessary until the old
becomes new.
When it comes to saying no to lust and pornography, there are tailor-made promises in
the Scriptures that hold out to us blessings of having a sexually pure mind and body. If
you are sexually pure, you will be living in the will of God for your life (1 Thessalonians
4:3).

»»

If you fill your mind with that which is honorable, just, pure, lovely,
commendable, excellent, and praiseworthy, then God’s peaceful presence will
be with you (Philippians 4:8-9).

»»

If you are not enslaved to your lusts, you will be free to serve others in love
(Galatians 5:13).

»»

If you are sexually pure, your life will be fruitful, and that fruit will be full of
goodness and truth (Ephesians 5:8-9).

»»

If you are sexually pure, your mind will no longer be foggy, your heart will be
teachable, and you will be filled with the very life of God (Ephesians 4:17-19).

»»

If you are sexually pure, your heart will not be enslaved to the worship of sex,
which means you can wholeheartedly devote yourself to the true and living
God (1 Kings 11:4).
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»»

If you are sexually pure, you will be more prepared to be a great lover and to
enjoy sexual intimacy with your spouse or future spouse (Proverbs 5:18-19).

»»

If you are sexually pure, you will keep your marriage bed undefiled (Hebrews
13:4).

»»

If you are sexually pure, you will no longer waste time but instead make the
most of it (Ephesians 5:16).

»»

If you are sexually pure, you will be an honorable person (1 Thessalonians
4:4).

»»

If you are a sexually pure person, you will not be enslaved to your passions (1
Corinthians 6:12).

This is God’s vision for your life: aligned with His will; surrounded
by His peaceful presence; mastering your desires, not being a
slave to them; full of goodness; full of life; full of honor; full of
worship; tender-hearted and clear-minded; making the most of
your days.
When pornography assaults your senses or when those lustful flashbacks fill your
mind, let this vision, and the promises attached to them, be the fuel you use to reject
the world’s temptations.
This “hope of righteousness” is not just for this life. This hope is ultimately about what
we will become. The apostle John reminds us that though we are God’s adopted
children right now, “what we will be has not yet appeared.” We know when we see
Christ face to face at his return, we will be totally transformed, becoming just like him
(1 John 3:2). John follows this glorious promise with a practical application for the here
and now: “Everyone who thus hopes in him purifies himself as he is pure” (1 John 3:3).
Knowing we are destined for an eternity of breathtaking purity and holiness, we purify
ourselves now because we want to have a taste of that future purity. When temptations
come knocking, we say to ourselves and to the temptation, “No! This is not who I am. I
am destined to be like Christ, the Son of God, and nothing can be more satisfying than
that.”
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As intense as pornography is, it cannot compare to the life-sustaining hope we have
in Christ. Far from shutting down our desires, actively hoping in God’s promises fully
engages our desires in ways we have never dreamed. In his famous Oxford sermon,
The Weight of Glory, C.S. Lewis reminds us:
Indeed, if we consider the unblushing promises of reward and the
staggering nature of the rewards promised in the Gospels, it would seem
that Our Lord finds our desires not too strong, but too weak. We are halfhearted creatures, fooling about with drink and sex and ambition when
infinite joy is offered us, like an ignorant child who wants to go on making
mud pies in a slum because he cannot imagine what is meant by the offer of
a holiday at the sea. We are far too easily pleased... Do you think I am trying
to weave a spell? Perhaps I am; but remember your fairy tales. Spells are
used for breaking enchantments as well as for inducing them. And you and
I have need of the strongest spell that can be found to wake us from the evil
enchantment of worldliness17

Walking in hope is a mentality shift. Instead of walking around with the belief that sin is
inevitable and thereby unconquerable, we live with the expectation that sin is defeated
and holiness is inevitable.

Keeping in Step with the Spirit
Walking in the Spirit is a lifetime journey, but as we keep in step with Him, we are
promised that the desires of the flesh will not overwhelm us. We can finally be free.
Such a vision of the Christian life might seem too high up and too far away for us,
especially if we’ve lived for a long time in the shame of our darkest sexual obsessions.
Daring to believe that God is as good as He says He is takes faith in the face of our
deepest struggles.
Benedictine monk Sebastian Moore says whenever our faith begins to buckle and we
doubt the ugliness of our sin or the vastness of God’s love, we need only to meditate
on the cross.18 In our relentlessly self-absorbed lives, at times we gloss over our sin,
we rationalize it, we minimize it. Other times we feel the crushing weight of it and
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believe nothing is strong enough to change us. But at the cross we see the stripes
the Son of God bore for us—convincing us that our sin is serious. There we see the
compassionate face of One willing to die for His enemies—convincing us that our sin is
never too great for God’s grace.
And while standing at the foot of the cross, when all the evil in our shabby hearts tries
to hold its own against God, He answers with the thunder of resurrection.

Questions for home:
»»

What was new to you from what was just read?

»»

What surprised you most about what was just read?

»»

What might the Spirit of God be whispering to you from what you just read?
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Week Four Small Group Questions
Watch this video together, then discuss the following questions:

https://vimeo.com/covenanteyes/ybopweek4

1. In what specific ways will you walk in the Spirit in the next 24 hours? Make a
decision today. Be intentional.

2. Which one of the Biblical promises in the study was meaningful to you and why?

3. The study stated, “Knowing we are destined for an eternity of breathtaking
purity and holiness, we purify ourselves now because we want to have a taste of that
future purity.” Are there specific steps you can take to move closer to living a life of
purity?

4. Read 2 Timothy 2:22. Which of “run from temptations,” “run to our Lord,” and “run
with others”, do you feel is most lacking in your life right now, and what might you
plan to do about it as a result of this study?

5. Walking in purity isn’t a one-time decision. It’s a daily choice. How can this group
help you live out your faith daily instead of once a week when you meet or attend a
church service?
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